


We Don’t Forecast Well

• “4-piece groups, particularly guitars, are done!”

• “What use can we make of an electrical toy?”

• “Who the hell wants to hear actors talk?”

• 83% of M&As deliver no shareholder value

• “The odds of a meltdown are 1 in 10,000
years.”
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Known-Unknown or
Unknown-Unknown?





The Scenarios Approach

Adam Kahane in Transformative Scenario Planning
(2012): “The scenario method asks people to talk
not about what they predict will happen or what
they believe should happen but only about what
they think could happen.”



The Value of Scenarios
If properly developed and institutionalized a set of
scenarios can be the institutional "memories of
the future" to help organizations perceive their
environment. They are an efficient vehicle for
making sense out of a large amount of data and
information. Scenarios structure data about the
future in multiple stories. The concept of using
multiple storylines to encapsulate learning is
powerful. . . “



From Scenario to Prediction?

• If Scenario A: 10%

• If Scenario B: 70%

• If Scenario C: 20%

• Do the math and you have the . . . future?

• It’s how electric utilities price CO2 at $9/ton

• But it defeats the whole point!



Making Scenarios Most Useful



Haven’t Scientists Spoken on SLR?

• The IPCC’s Answer: 10-39 inches of SLR by 2100

• But What Was the Question?
– Risk from whose perspective?

– What part of the risk distribution?

– Which uncertainties?
• Known knowns? Yes

• Known unknowns? Tried

• Unknown unknowns? Probably not





Risk

Hazard x Exposure x Consequence



We’re Usually Off About Risk



SLR Risk

Hazard x Exposure x Consequence

SLR Assets Interruptions

Operations Lost Assets

Supply Chains Deaths





Probability Matters



SLR Risk Mitigation

Hazard x Exposure x Consequence

Policy Avoid Resilient Structures

Reduce Resilient Systems

Fortify Insurance



Public (1) vs. Private (2) SLR Risk

Hazard x Exposure x Consequence
NC (1) Unavoidable (1) Taxes, mandates

(2) Avoidable (2) Business failure

(1) Local

(2) Local to global

(1) Infrastructure

(2) Infrastructure, supply chains, markets

These are entirely different SLR risk profiles



Not Rocket Science, But . . .



Risk Management as Cost-Benefit

• Step 1: Quantify your risks

• Step 2: Assess your risk management options

• Step 3: Calculate risk reduction MACCs

• Step 4: Decide on a risk reduction budget

• Step 5: Prioritize highest C/B ratio measures

• Step 6: Implement the selected measures



Risk Management in Face of Uncertainty

• Step 1: Assess your potential vulnerability

• Step 2: Forecast hazard(s) to relevant timescales

• Step 3: Revisit vulnerability given forecasts

• Step 4: Are conditions already changing?

• Step 5: Structure risk hypotheses

• Step 6: Respond as appropriate

• Step 7: Track and update periodically



BUT: Risk Management in Reality





The Lion Comes to Climate Risks

• Whether to Act:
– Debating exactly what will happen in the future;

– Debating exactly what is happening now;

– Debating whether what’s happening now is entirely
attributable to climate change

• How to Act:
– Focusing on direct impacts, local risks

– Thinking short-term

– Assuming we actually know what will happen in the future

– Thinking of risk management as an engineering problem











Managing SLR Risk

• No “right” answer
– Different risks

– Different RM options

– Different decisions

• Think scenarios!
– (customized)

• Think cloud risk
– (not event risk)



@climateroulette


